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Gamers: 'We're not demon worshipers,
we're just having tun."
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Students passing through the SUB will no 
doubt have noticed, at one time or another, the 
certain group of people Surrounded by dice, 
maps and charts. Questions may be raised as to 
what they are doing. Constant talk about 
fantastic monsters, alien planets and bloody 
wars tends to raise a few eyebrows.

This article will attempt to Finally there are the "War" j 
explain exactly what these people games, set in World War Two, 
are doing in the Blue Lounge.

They are a group of gamers Nuclear War Earth, 
who met through Enbicon, the For these people it is not all 
gaming convention held last fall, fun and games. When asked, the 
Gamers are people who play any gamers stated that they had plans 
number of Role playing games, of developing their own game and 
Gaming conventions are when a perhaps publishing their own 
group gets together to play these books and adventures. The group 
in an organized fashion.

Most role-playing games have and are planning for Enbicon 
one thing in common. Characters Two next fall. However, the 
are "rolled" up (hence the dice) group's main goal is to become 
and gamers use them to go on a an organized and recognized UNB 
myriad of adventures designed by club.
the D.M. (Dungeon Master). The The players sat they do not 
number and variety of such want to distrub anyone and in 
games is immense. return, do not want to be

The most common genre is disturbed.Yet, the gamers do wish 
Fantasy, Dungeons and Dragons to extend an invitation to all 
and Advanced Dungeons and interested students to join them. 
Dragons which is the most regardless of experience, 
popular. They would also like to leave

There is also the science-fiction the general student body with this 
genre, including Robotech, comment." "Remember - we're 
Battletech, Space Master, not demon worshipers, we're just 
Traveller and many others, having fun."
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Ticket Stubs are valid for $1.00 
off your next Greco purchase. 
Tickets can be purchased from 

members of the House Executive.
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